
THE QUIETZONE™ ACOUSTYLE™ RESIDENTIAL WOOD CEILING SYSTEM

If you’re a designer, builder or do-it-yourself homeowner
looking for quality acoustic materials to install in a home,
one product can do the trick.Owens Corning is pleased 
to introduce the QuietZone Acoustyle residential wood 
ceiling system—a system that offers the style of custom
millwork with integrated sound enhancement features.

SAVE TIME WITH TECHNOLOGY

Installing custom millwork can be time consuming.
A 500-square-foot area, for example, can take two
carpenters up to 160 hours.The QuietZone Acoustyle
system can be applied in the same area in just 8 to12 
hours—reducing job site time drastically.

QuietZone Acoustyle pre-finished components are easily
installed into metal T-rail grids. Just clip them onto the grid,
then drop the coffered panels into place (as with standard
acoustical tiles).You can adapt the QuietZone Acoustyle
system to your ceiling’s design.

THE QUIETZONE™ ACOUSTYLE™ SYSTEM GIVES YOU:

• The beauty of a classic, handcrafted ceiling 

• A cost-effective alternative to using custom millwork

• Pre-finished pieces,which eliminate job site mess

• Quick installation without the use of special tools

• Ease in assembling, disassembling and relocating 

A CEILING YOU CAN LOOK UP TO

The sophistication of custom millwork combined with 
the ease and adjustability of a suspension ceiling—that’s 
the advantage of the QuietZone Acoustyle system. It’s crafted
in a rich, kiln-dried hardwood and has a look unmatched by
other ceiling systems.You can also choose from a variety of
designs and stains.

QUIETZONE™ ACOUSTYLE™ SYSTEM SAFETY

An optional Class A* fire-rated finish is available where
required.Contact Owens Corning for more information.

A CLASSIC LOOK THAT’S ACOUSTICALLY SOUND

This is Owens Corning’s latest QuietZone brand offering in
noise control. It is designed to enhance the look of a room
and to minimize installation costs.Take a closer look.You’ll
see and hear the difference. For more information on the
QuietZone Acoustyle ceiling system, call 1-800-GET-PINK.

*Fire testing conducted in accordance with ASTM E-84.
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Follow manufacturer’s instructions and install the 15/16”
metal “T-Rail” grid system in a 2’x2’ ceiling configuration.
Make sure to use #12 support wire to properly support
the wood component system.

Finally, set the coffered panels into place and enjoy your
ACOUSTYLE™ ceiling.

Install the wood trim components using the patented spring
clips, per the ACOUSTYLE™ ceiling installation instructions.

Trim the flat border panels to size, and set them into place.
Install any lighting or other ceiling fixtures at this time.
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